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      `This is an ambitious book attemping to be relevant to a wide range of professionals in the health and welfare fields and to move from the macro policy context for change to the micro concerns of individual professional client relationships... There is much that will be of use and/or interest to both practitioners and researchers alike' - Social Policy




  
              


    
      



 


 
      Essential read for nursing students wanting to study and understand how nursing practice has changed over a period of time. Good understanding and analysis of how systems,processes and policy has changed within the UK particularly.




  
          Ms Catherine Croughan




              


    
      



 


 
      Some parts of this book can be quite difficult for students to understand with some irrevelant reading. As a supplemental book it makes a good and reliable resource for students and lecturers.
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      This is suitable for M level students who require the theoretical background to changing practice in health and social care.This text gives a good insight into the challenges and continual changes affecting practice and the professional issues surrounding these.
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